2015-16 Faculty Senate Membership by Unit

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Representatives:
Jamie Clark, At-large (17) – replaced Brian Cook
Eileen Harney, English & Humanities (17)
Siri Tuttle, Language & Culture (17)
Social Sciences – John Heaton (17)
Diana Di Stefano, At-large (16)
Walter Skya, At-large (16)
Daryl Farmer, At-large (17)

Alternates:
Arts & Communication – Vacant (probably won’t be filled; CLA has enough alternates per bylaws)
Gerri Brightwell, Engl. & Humanities (16)
Patrick Plattet, Language & Culture (16)
Alexander Hirsch, Social Sciences (17)
Vacancy – At-Large (17)

LIBRARIES

Representatives:
Leslie McCartney (17)
Dennis Moser (16)

Alternate:
Steven Hunt (17)

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

Representatives:
Elizabeth Allman (16)
Donie Bret-Harte (17)
Cathy Hanks (16)
David Maxwell (16)
Franz Meyer (17)
Rainer Newberry (17)
Lisa Lunn (17)

Alternates:
Bernie Coakley (17)
Falk Huettmann (16)  - subbing for David M. in fall
Larry Duffy (17)
COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Representatives:
Bill Barnes (16 – CRCD-CTC)
Jennifer Carroll (17 – CRCD)
Julie “Jak” Maier (17– CRCD)
Jennifer Tilbury (17 – CRCD-CTC)
Jane Weber (16 – CRCD)
Sandra Wildfeuer (16-CRCD)

Alternates:
Andy Anger (17 – CRCD-CTC)
Cindy Hardy (17- CRCD)
Galen Johnson (17 – CRCD-CTC)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND MINES

Representatives:
Chris Hartman (16)
Jenny Liu (16)
Rorik Peterson (17)

Alternate:
Dejan Raskovic (17)

Vacancy (16) Jenny L. is now serving as a representative.

SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND EXTENSION

Representatives:
Julie Joly (17)
John Yarie (16) (Replaced David V.)

Alternate:
Joshua Greenberg (17)

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

Representatives:
Julie Cascio (16)
Candi Dierenfield (17)

Alternate:
Mara Bacsujlaky (16)
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Representatives:
Joan Hornig (16)
Valerie Gifford (17)

Alternate:
Carie Green (17)

SCHOOL OF FISHERIES AND OCEAN SCIENCES

Representatives:
Eric Collins (17)
Sarah Hardy (17)
Andrew McDonnell (16)
Sunny Rice (16)

Alternates:
Brian Himelbloom (16)
Gay Sheffield (17)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Representatives:
Ken Abramowicz (16)
Nicole Cundiff (17)

Alternate:
Thomas Zhou (17)

GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE

Representatives:
Don Hampton (17)
Andrew Mahoney (16)

Alternate:
Chris Fallen (17)

INT’L ARCTIC RESEARCH CENTER

Representatives:
Jessica Cherry (17)
Bob Bolton (17) – Replaced Georgina Gibson

Alternate:
Vacancy (17)